
Salon H by Haniff  

Hair Salons 
 
 

HAIR SALON – NOBLE PARK | MELBOURNE 

Qualified in both hair and makeup, Haniff has gained international experience from working 

at top salons in Stockholm, Melbourne, Budapest, and Kuala Lumpur, consistently updating 

his hairdressing skills by staying on top of the latest beauty and fashion trends. 

SALON H is a new hair and beauty concept and experience combining luxury and quality with 

innovation and an urban feel, in the heart of Noble Park. At SALON H our clients can expect a 

complete hair care plan, from the minute they walk through the door. 

We use and recommend DAVINES products for all hair needs. All services include a luxurious 

shampoo and conditioner, a brief relaxing massage, consultation and complimentary 

refreshments of your choice. 

Go wild, go glam, be smooth, be smart. Love your hair. It’s who you are! 

So break out and try our personalised services at Salon H by Haniff – the new must – go – to 

salon in town! 

Davines Values: “At Davines, we believe that living a balance of Beauty and Sustainability, 

What we call “sustainable Beauty”, can improve our lives and the world around us” 

THE PRODUCTS 

To ensure all valued clients receive the best result – Salon H is using Davines hair produts, 

Davines Mask with Vibarchrom for longevity hair colouring and Olaplex for better and 

stronger hair. 

Davines Group was born with the aim of being a business with a positive impact both on 

people and the environment.  At the end of November 2016, Davines became a B 

Corporation® , a new type of company that meets the highest standards of overall social and 

environmental performance, transparency and accountability. 

Davines believe in “sustainable beauty” and want to encourage people to take care of 

themselves, of the environment in which they live and work, and of the things they love. 

 

SALON ADDRESS 

14 Barnett Grove, 

Noble Park, VIC 3174 

CONTACT IN 

0435 929 310 

tel:0435929310


salonhbyhaniff@gmail 
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